WRS ED Meeting

I. Introductions

II. Tips/suggestions for new Representatives:
Benjamin Intner (1st year Rep)
Magdalena Bucior (2nd year Rep)
Sophie Elfström and Kim Ahtola (3rd year Reps)

III. Issues

1. MUG Authorities' chain of command - constant problem with individual students bypassing the Rep and sending letters directly to Dean & Rector about issues that are not relevant/within scope of duties of Dean & Rector --> those letters later cause problems/conflicts between Departments, Reps and students

SOLUTIONS
- to write a message to Dean's Office Staff asking that letters about group/year-wide issues need to be written only by the Year Rep – all other letters are to be sent back to the Rep
[ a rough draft of this message has been sent to MUGED President for final revision and distribution to the Dean’s Office Staff]

- MUGED will post a chart of the chain of command on www.ed.mug.edu.pl and send the link to all Reps, requesting to post this link on their extranet pages
[this task is done]

2. Introduction to Pediatrics – this subject's rules & regulations are not posted on the extranet - the Reps requested a xerox copy of this document at the Dean's Office, but they were denied. This might be a violation of contract law.

SOLUTION – Piotr Łukasiewicz agreed to discuss this issue with the Legal Advisors at the Rector’s Office.

3. Permanent seat/s for ED on the USS Board – at this time, ED does not have any representatives at the USS Board, the governing/decision-making body of the MUG Student Government
IV. Announcements

1. MUG has entered the EDUROAM network – wi-fi internet will soon be available in Biomedicum main hallway, Library, Dean's Office building

2. Jan Wieruszewski [MUGED President] is going to meet on 4 XI with the UG Library Director to discuss MUG students' complaints regarding security and rules regarding backpacks/personal items

3. The Rector's Office has agreed to align the MUG ED curriculum more closely with the USMLE standards [same material as now, but a more interdisciplinary and clinically-oriented teaching and more clinically-oriented exam questions]

4. In 2011/2012 there will be a mandatory facultative USMLE prep course offered to both WL and ED students interested in taking that exam